
WORDS INSIDE

FOUND INSIDE “EARTHQUAKES 
SHAPED ANCIENT GREEK …”
antiquity | the ancient 
past, especially the period 
before the Middle Ages

geomorphology | the 
study of the physical 
features of the surface of 
the earth and their relation 
to its geological structures

FOUND INSIDE “WHAT CAN 
‘SILENT’ EARTHQUAKES …”
seismometer | instrument 
that responds to ground 
noises and shaking such as 
caused by earthquakes

FOUND INSIDE “DO ANIMALS 
REALLY ANTICIPATE …”
biologging | the use of 
miniaturized animal-at-
tached tags for logging 
and/or relaying data about 
an animal’s movements  
or behavior

prognosticator | person 
who foretells a future event

•

Dear Student, Artist, Thinker, Friend

This week’s edition of The Warbler is about earthquakes, which are rather unfa-

miliar to those of us who haven’t lived over on the Pacific Ocean. Since ancient 

times, people have experienced them but have had differing beliefs about 

where they came from. Regardless, ancient architecture was built to be resis-

tant to the damage caused by them. Later on, people realized that the Earth is 

made of 7 main tectonic plates. The Earth is made of four major layers known 

as the crust (or lithosphere), the mantle, the outer core, and the inner core. 

Tectonic theory states that pieces of the crust slide around very slowly on top 

of the molten top layer of the mantle. Whenever there is a little slip between 

the plates, the earthquake occurs. 

Even though they’re deadly, earthquakes renew the soil’s nutritional 

resources, and they are even the cause of mountains. Earthquakes are the 

reason that our planet looks the way it does today. There are multiple causes 

of earthquakes with the most commonly known stemming from tectonic 

movements, but volcanic eruptions are actually the most common cause of 

them. Humanity is responsible for some with nuclear bombing, damming, 

and mining. Destructive earthquakes can be really short with the longest one 

ever recorded being 10 minutes long, but as you’ll soon learn, there are other 

phenomena associated with the term. Under the ocean, an earthquake can 

cause a tsunami which can destroy human settlement but also restore some 

of the plant life on the coastline. Earthquakes always seem to be talked about 

poorly, but there is a lot more to them than the destruction they can cause. We 

hope you enjoy this week’s edition of The Warbler.

Tammy and the APAEP Team

“It is not light that we need, but fire; it is not the gentle shower, but thunder. We need the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake.” FREDERICK DOUGLASS // African-American social reformer, abolitionist, writer, and statesman. 
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Earthquakes Shaped Ancient Greek Culture
BY BETHANY AUGLIERE | Earth Magazine | December 14, 2017

In ancient Greece, earthquakes frequently shook 
the ground and devastated cities and temples. But 
time after time, people built — and rebuilt — prom-
inent structures near dangerous faults. How much 
the ancient Greeks knew about earthquakes and fault 
behavior is unclear. But in a new study in Proceed-
ings of the Geologists’ Association, researchers suggest 
that the relationship between sacred sanctuaries and 
faults is more than coincidental, and that earthquakes 
may have had a previously underappreciated cultural 
significance to the ancient civilization.

Earthquakes occurred often in the carbonate-domi-
nated karstic landscape of the Aegean region, and were 
well documented from the sixth through the fourth centu-
ries B.C. by ancient scholars like Plato and Aristotle. Some 
of these quakes resulted in landscape features favored for 
development, like abundant freshwater springs and vents 
that released supposedly mystical, trance-inducing gases. 
Repeated fault movements also lifted parts of the rocky 
landscape from the plains, creating hilltops and steep 
cliffs called scarps that were beneficial as sites for fortifi-
cations or citadels to protect nearby cities.

Iain Stewart, a geologist at the University of Plym-
outh in England, and Luigi Piccardi, of the Institute 
of Geosciences and Earth Resources in Italy, pieced 
together evidence of eight notable sites located on 
faults around the ancient Aegean region, an area that 
includes parts of present-day Greece and Turkey. 

“The key point is not the number of sites in total but 
their prominence in Greek antiquity, with most being 
important cities,” Stewart says.

One well-known example is the legendary Temple 
of Apollo at Delphi, which, from 1400 B.C. to A.D. 400, 
housed the high priestesses who served as oracles. 
The temple sits atop limestone fractured by two inter-
secting faults. Natural springs rise to the surface near 
the faults, and it’s possible that seismic activity there 
released gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and 
ethylene from buried hydrocarbon reservoirs. The 
priestesses may have inhaled these natural gases, 
leading to a trance-like state in which they could 
purportedly communicate with the gods.

“I don’t think there was a temptation originally to put 
temples and sanctuaries on earthquake faults. They put 
them on springs, and these springs would come up along 
the fault line,” Stewart says. “The more interesting ques-
tion is: When the fault ruptured, and it suddenly wreaked 
havoc through the site, what was the reaction? What was 

the response?” In 373 B.C., an earthquake destroyed the 
temple at Delphi, but it was rebuilt in the same spot.

Stewart suggests that another possible example 
of the influence of faults and earthquakes on ancient 
Greece had to do with the 
Greeks’ connection to the 
underworld. For example, 
the sanctuary of Hades and 
Kore, the gods of the under-
world, was built directly on 
the Hierapolis Fault at the 
ancient city of Hierapolis 
in western Turkey, so the 
fault itself may have been 
worshipped as the open-
ing to the underworld. 
Although there is no written 
documentation to support this, Stewart notes, “there is 
a clear trace of a ground rupture on the Hierapolis Fault.”

Not every ancient Greek sanctuary is built on an 
active fault, although it does seem to be the case, more 
often than not, based on current knowledge, says Simon 
Jusseret, a geoarchaeologist from the University of Texas 
at Austin who was not involved in the study. Ancient sites 
sit on faults around the world, he notes, and people have 
studied the relationship between archaeology and earth-
quakes before. What makes this study innovative, he says, 
is that the researchers “weave together archaeological 
and geological evidence to provide a compelling case … 
that earthquakes and associated ground ruptures had 
a prominent role in ancient Greek culture, and partici-
pated in structuring its ritual landscape.”

In the past, acquiring information about earth-
quakes from archaeological sites has been very oppor-
tunistic, Jusseret says. “Stewart is showing that we 
might learn something about ancient cultures based 
on earthquake evidence — how they reacted to these 
earthquakes, how they incorporated geomorphology 
into their daily lives or into their mythology,” he says.

Stewart says he hopes the relationship between 
earthquakes and ancient cultures is something scien-
tists will explore further, particularly in other regions 
like Asia, the Middle East and South America. “The way 
we see earthquakes today … is as these intensely destruc-
tive events,” Stewart says. However, he adds, earth-
quakes aren’t entirely negative. “They create landscapes 
within which humans have evolved, and therefore they 
are really important parts of the human story.”  

ARCHAEOLOGY

oEdited  
for space

Iain Stewart  
studies the 
remains of a 
fifth-century-B.C. 
temple built atop 
a fault-formed 
fissure at Ephesus 
in western Turkey. 

Photo by  
Stephen Vaughan
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Summer Could Be Earthquake Season on Mars
BY ELISE CUTTS | Eos | November 1, 2021

A new analysis of seismic data of NASA’s InSight 
mission suggests that Mars could have an earthquake 
season. Researchers observed that certain kinds 
of marsquakes became more frequent beginning in 
the northern spring with a peak in the summer.

“We are really convinced that there is a season 
of seismic activity,” said Martin Knapmeyer of the 
German Aerospace Center, who was part of the 
multinational team that carried out the analysis. The 
seasonal changes they found are best explained by 
annual changes in carbon dioxide (CO2) ice load or 
illumination or by the annual solar tide. Tidal forcing 
by Mars’s moon Phobos—which had previously been 
hypothesized to drive marsquakes—could not explain 
the seasonal pattern in the data.

Seismicity in the Solar System
Seismic activity on Earth isn’t perfectly random, but 
it isn’t thought to vary with the seasons except for in 
certain places like Nepal, where heavy rains during 
the summer monsoon load rocks with water and make 
quakes less likely. Generally, earthquakes are assumed 
to be scattered mostly randomly through time, with the 
number of quakes above a certain magnitude expected 
to occur within a certain period given by a formula 
called the Gutenberg-Richter law. But other worlds 
play by different geological rules.

On the Moon, tremors mostly follow a monthly 
cycle. As it orbits Earth, the Moon experiences tidal 
forces thanks to Earth’s gravity. These tidal forces 
are thought to be a major driver of lunar seismicity, 
and data from lunar seismometers installed during 
the Apollo missions confirmed that moonquakes are 
driven by the tides.

Before the Interior Exploration using Seismic Inves-
tigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport (InSight) lander 
touched down on Elysium Planitia in 2018, researchers 
mostly assumed that marsquakes would behave like 
earthquakes—that is, they would occur mostly randomly 
and follow the Gutenberg-Richter law. But by 2020, the 
InSight team began to suspect there might be some 
seasonal or other time variation in the rate of high-fre-
quency marsquakes, which are the most common type.

“High-frequency events have just been part of the 
puzzle of what are we seeing on Mars,” said plane-
tary geologist and InSight deputy principal investiga-
tor Suzanne Smrekar of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
who was not involved in the newer study. “There have 
been a lot of hypotheses put forward within the team.”

Explaining a Summer of Marsquakes
To investigate possible drivers of seasonal seismicity, 
the researchers began by ruling out the possibility 
that the uptick in marsquake activity they saw during 
the summer reflected changes to the InSight instru-
ment settings or seasonal changes in the amount of 
seismic noise 
caused by wind.

Confident that 
their signal was 
real, the research-
ers tested how 
well different 
marsquake-driv-
ing mechanisms 
could explain the 
data. Variations in 
marsquake activ-
ity didn’t follow Phobos’s orbit, meaning it is unlikely 
that the moon is driving the high-frequency marsquakes. 
Instead, the summertime burst in marsquake activ-
ity corresponded well to what scientists would have 
expected if seasonal tidal forces from the Sun or changes 
in the amount of CO2 ice loading were driving the quakes. 
The modeling results also noted that variation in sunlight 
through the year corresponded to variation in quakes, 
suggesting that seasonal variations in sunlight could 
contribute to the summer marsquake season, but the 
researchers don’t yet fully understand the relationship.

“All three [explanations] are feasible,” said Knapmeyer.

A Fluke Year?
The 520-day period Knapmeyer and his colleagues 
considered was only about 75% of a Martian year and 
lacked winter observations. However, high-frequency 
marsquakes had stopped occurring altogether by the 
Martian winter, so it wouldn’t have made a difference 
to have a full year of data, said Knapmeyer.

“It was clear that during the rest of this year there 
wouldn’t be any [high-frequency marsquake] detec-
tions anyway,” he said. “So one could call it a day, so 
to speak, and run the analysis.”

Knapmeyer said that efforts to look for seasonal-
ity over multiple years of InSight data are underway. 

“Currently, the second [seasonal] cycle is going on,” 
he said, and the new observations correspond well to 
what would be expected if marsquakes were, indeed, 
seasonal. “So we are really convinced that there is a 
seasonal variation in the seismic activity on Mars.” 

MARS

“Earth is 
saving itself 
from humans. 
Have you 
noticed it’s 
been fighting 
back with 
earthquakes?”

NITYA PRAKASH // 
Indian author

It’s thought that 
high-frequency 
marsquakes might 
originate in the 
Cerberus Fossae 
region of Mars. 
New results show 
that these quakes 
likely come and 
go seasonally. 

Photo from NASA/
JPL/University  
of Arizona
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Sudoku
MATHEMATICS

#138 PUZZLE NO. 4238293

#137 PUZZLE NO. 6707790

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE
1. Each block, row, and column 
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and 
reasoning, so you should not 
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within 
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination 
to figure out the correct place-
ment of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the 
last page of this newsletter.

What the example will look 
like solved q

2 4 8 3 9 5 7 1 6

5 7 1 6 2 8 3 4 9

9 3 6 7 4 1 5 8 2

6 8 2 5 3 9 1 7 4

3 5 9 1 7 4 6 2 8

7 1 4 8 6 2 9 5 3

8 6 3 4 1 7 2 9 5

1 9 5 2 8 6 4 3 7

4 2 7 9 5 3 8 6 1

3 9 1

5 1 4

9 7 5

6 2 5 3 7

7 8

7 8 9 3

8 3 1 9

9 2 6 7

4 3 6 1

ROW

COLUMN

BLOCKBOX

“If you’d ever shaken hands with 
an earthquake you’d understand 

I’m an entity of trembling infinities 
beneath everything you see.”

CURTIS TYRONE JONES // African American author

Icons from the Noun Project
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Ø Maze Ø
This maze is a  

collection of paths, where 
there is both a start and 
ending point. The player 

starts from the start point 
and follows a path of their 

choice, which leads to 
the end point.

Source: www.bbc.co.uk/

INCA AND TRADITIONAL JAPANESE 
ARCHITECTURE WAS DESIGNED  
TO WITHSTAND EARTHQUAKES.

“Once you have been in an 
earthquake you know, even 
if you survive without a 
scratch, that like a stroke 
in the heart, it remains in 
the earth’s breast, horribly 
potential, always promising to 
return, to hit you again, with an 
even more devastating force.” 
SALMAN RUSHDIE // American novelist with Indian descent

IN JAPANESE MYTHOLOGY,  
EARTHQUAKES WERE CAUSED  

BY GIANT CATFISH.

xk
cd

.c
om

There are several million  
earthquakes annually.

An earthquake can shorten the 
length of a day by redistributing  
the Earth’s mass.

San Francisco and LA will meet in 
several million years because the 
two sides of the San Andreas Fault 
are slipping past each other.

Standing water smells before  
an earthquake because gases  
are released underground as  
the plates shift.

The Pacific Ocean is the root  
of about 90% of earthquakes.

An earthquake caused Mount  
Everest to shrink by one inch.

DID YOU KNOW?
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ART + CULTURE

The poet, Soph, self-identifies as a  
“mediocre writer with a can-do attitude.”

WRITING PROMPT
This poem seems to be describing an 
earthquake but its hard to tell if it’s that 
or maybe a description for something 
else. You can almost feel the earthquake 
happening from their words and wish you 
could ask the author more about what 
they were experiencing with this poem. 
In your own words or images, create a 
poem, short essay, blog, or illustration that 
gives the reader or viewer a glimpse of an 
experience you have had. 

© thewordsearch.com

Word Search

RECOVERY
VIBRATION
CATALYST

EARTHQUAKE
ANXIETY
PEACE

CALM
BETRAYAL
TREMORS

WORLD
DISASTER
SHAKING

Earthquake
BY SOPH

There was that calm before the storm 
Before this part of my world was rocked 
The seismic shakes of anxiety ripped through me 
My jaw clattering 
My limbs vibrating 
As the night went on 
The dust of betrayal and self-hatred began to settle 
Who was the catalyst of all of this? 
If only I could really tell 
Recovery from a disaster takes time 
As I gather my thoughts 
And clear the dust 
I think of where to go from here 
After the earthquake

WORD PLAY A Rebus puzzle is a picture represen-
tation of a common word or phrase. How the letters/
images appear within each box will give you clues to 
the answer! For example, if you saw the letters “LOOK 
ULEAP,” you could guess that the phrase is “Look before 
you leap.” Answers are on the last page!
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Do Animals Really Anticipate Earthquakes?  
Sensors Hint They Do.
BY NANCY AVERETT | Scientific American | July 31, 2020

For centuries, people have described unusual animal 
behavior just ahead of seismic events: dogs barking 
incessantly, cows halting their milk, toads leaping from 
ponds. A few researchers have tried to substantiate a 
link. In a 2013 study, Germany scientists videotaped red 
wood ants that nested along a fault line and found they 
changed their usual routine before a quake, becoming 
more active at night and less active during the day. 

Now researchers at the Max Planck Institute of 
Animal Behavior and the University of Konstanz, both in 
Germany, along with a multinational team of colleagues, 
say they have managed to precisely measure increased 
activity in a group of farm animals prior to seismic 
activity. Though a definitive link has still not been 
proved, the scientists say their findings are a significant 
step forward in the search for one. “There are the old 
tales from Aristotle and Alexander von Humboldt, 
who saw this behavior,” says study co-author Martin 
Wikelski, managing director of the Max Planck Institute 
of Animal Behavior. “But only now can we do continuous 
biologging of the activities and the nervousness of 
animals. The technical possibilities are finally there.”

The researchers used highly sensitive instruments 
that record accelerated movements—up to 48 each 
second—in any direction. During separate periods total-
ing about four months in 2016 and 2017, they attached 
these biologgers and GPS sensors to six cows, five sheep 
and two dogs living on a farm in an earthquake-prone 
area of northern Italy. A total of more than 18,000 trem-
ors occurred during the study periods, with more seis-
mic activity during the first one—when a magnitude 6.6 
quake and its aftershocks struck the region. 

The paper’s statistical analysis took the animals’ 
normal daily movements and interactions into account. 
It showed their activity significantly increased before 
magnitude 3.8 or greater earthquakes when they were 
housed together in a stable—but not when they were out 
to pasture. Wikelski says this difference could be linked 
to the increased stress some animals feel in confined 
spaces. Analyzing the increased movements as a whole, 
the researchers claim, showed a clear signal of antici-
patory behavior hours ahead of tremors. “It’s sort of a 
system of mutual influence,” Wikelski says. “Initially, 
the cows kind of freeze in place—until the dogs go crazy. 
And then the cows actually go even crazier. And then that 
amplifies the sheep’s behavior, and so on.”

Wikelski says this observation is consistent with 
collective behavior theory. That idea was pioneered, in 

part, by his Max Planck colleague Iain Couzin, whose 
lab has reported finding evidence that mammals, birds, 
insects and fish share information that collectively 
improves survival skills, such as navigation and pred-
ator avoidance. This “swarm intelligence” can happen 
within or across species, Wikelski says. For example, 

“we did a study on Galápagos marine iguanas, and we 
know that they are actually listening in to mocking-
birds’ warnings about the Galápagos hawks,” he adds. 

“These kinds of systems exist all over the place. We’re 
just not really tuned in to them yet.”

The researchers say the farm animals appeared to 
anticipate tremors anywhere from one to 20 hours 
ahead, reacting 
earlier when they 
were closer to the 
origin and later 
when they were 
farther away. It 
holds that in 
the days before 
an earthquake, 
shifting tectonic 
plates squeeze 
rocks along a 
fault line. This action causes the rocks to release miner-
als that expel ions into the air, according to a 2010 
study. “The animals then react to this novel sensation,” 
suggested the authors of a 2013 paper.

Wendy Bohon, a geologist at the Incorporated 
Research Institutions for Seismology in Washington, 
D.C., who was not involved with the new study, is skepti-
cal of the air ionization idea. Bohon does allow that Wike-
lski and his co-authors did some “cool things” to explore 
the possibility of animals predicting earthquakes. But 
she wonders whether there were instances in which the 
creatures showed unusual activity and there was no earth-
quake or did not react before one did occur. In order to use 
the animals as prognosticators, it would be imperative to 
establish that they exhibited unusual behavior only in reac-
tion to upcoming seismic events, Bohon says. “Otherwise,” 
she adds, “it becomes the ‘Boy Who Cried Wolf’ problem.”

Wikelski and his colleagues say their single study 
could not differentiate all the potential stimuli the 
animals might react to. But they still argue that it is a 
good first step toward more controlled studies in the 
future. They hope to test many more species to see if 
those animals display sensitivity to earthquake activity. 

SCIENCE

Sensors were 
attached to cows 
and other farm 
animals to monitor 
their activity prior 
to earthquakes. 

Photo by Max  
Planck Institute  
of Animal Behavior
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What Can ‘Silent Earthquakes’ Teach Us  
About the Next Big One?
BY JOANNA WENDEL | Science News for Students | November 11, 2021

Studying earthquakes helps scientists figure out 
what’s going on under Earth’s surface. Every earth-
quake, small or big, can teach scientists something 
about how much the ground will shake in the future. 
Unfortunately, no one can predict when an earth-
quake will hit. Scientists just have to prepare to study 
any earthquake that strikes.

But slow-slip events the game for scientists. These 
silent quakes happen frequently. Sometimes, a slow-
slip event happens just before a regular earthquake. 
This means the two types of Earth movements might 
be related. By investigating slow-slip events, scien-
tists hope to better understand regular quakes — and 
possibly how to predict them.

Silent quakes
Earth’s surface is made of a collection of tectonic 
plates: huge masses of land, like the ground under 
your feet. These plates lie on top of a deep layer of 
gooey, hot rock that allows them to slide around. 
Sometimes the plates run into each other. Other times, 
they slide away from each other. Sometimes they just 
slide past each other.

As these plates play a slow-moving game of bumper 
cars, they sometimes get stuck together. The rocks 
then push and push against each other, creating 
stress. When the rocks suddenly unstick, or snap, they 
release all that stress as an earthquake. This is similar 
to what happens when you bend a stick. As you start 
bending the stick, stress builds in the center. Once 
there’s too much stress, the stick snaps.

When this happens underground, that stress 
release sends waves of energy, called seismic waves, 
through the ground. On land, we can see and feel that 
as the Earth shaking. Seismometers can record those 
waves — even halfway across the planet.

These quakes are probably the type you think of when 
you hear the word “earthquake.” Framed pictures falling 
off walls, vases shattering, the ground rumbling. And 
while these quakes can be scary and even deadly, they 
typically last less than a minute. Slow-slip events are 
quite different. They can last days, weeks or longer. As 
researchers are now figuring out, sometimes these silent 
earthquakes can last decades with nobody feeling them. 

Rocks can slip just as far as they would in a regular 
earthquake. It just takes them far longer. If the rocks 

slipped the same distance in seconds, such a quake 
might register as magnitude 7, Wallace says. That would 
result in some pretty strong shaking. It’s strong enough 
to damage buildings or even kill unlucky people.

Scientists detect many slow-slip events along struc-
tures called subduction zones. In a such a zone, an 
oceanic plate dives beneath a continental plate. Along 
the U.S. Pacific Northwest coast, the oceanic Juan de 
Fuca plate dives under the North American plate. This 
has formed a subduction zone. This tectonic-plate 
boundary is called the Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ). 
It runs from Vancouver, Canada to northern California.

Shallow parts of the CSZ fault are currently “locked,” 
Wallace says. Rocks stuck along this fault can’t move 
past each other. Every 300 to 500 years or so, stress 
builds up so much that the rocks snap and hurtle past 
each other very quickly. This triggers a “megathrust” 
earthquake. Megathrust earthquakes are some of the 
biggest and most destructive natural events on the 
planet. The 2011 Japan quake that set off a tsunami and 
killed thousands was just such an earthquake.

But periodically, Wallace says, scientists detect 
slow-slip events on unlocked spans of the CSZ. And 
their silent nature and long duration aren’t the only 
features that make them different from regular quakes. 
Slow-slip events usually occur deeper than regular 
quakes. An earthquake might originate 20 to 30 kilo-
meters (12 to 18 miles) underground. A slow-slip event 
can occur up to 60 kilometers (37 miles) down. Scien-
tists think these quakes occur at greater depth because 
it’s hotter there. So rocks are more malleable at these 
higher temps. There could also be fluids that lubricate 

ARCHEOLOGY

“You can no 
more win a 
war than you 
can win an 
earthquake.”

JEANNETTE 
RANKIN // 
American politician 
and women’s  
rights advocate

The Cascadia 
Subduction Zone 
is where the Juan 
de Fuca plate 
dives under the 
North American 
plate. Scientists 
have detected 
many slow-slip 
events here.

Image by USGS; 
Adapted By L.  
Steenblik Hwang
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RANDOM-NEST

Plate Tectonics
FROM NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

In much the same way that geographic borders have separated, 
collided, and been redrawn throughout human history, tectonic 
plate boundaries have diverged, converged, and reshaped the Earth 
throughout its geologic history. Today, science has shown that the 
surface of the Earth is in a constant state of change. We are able to 
observe and measure mountains rising and eroding, oceans expanding 
and shrinking, volcanoes erupting and earthquakes striking. 

Before the Tharp-Heezen map of the seafloor was published in 1977, scien-
tists had little understanding of the geological features that characterized 
the seafloor, especially on a global scale. The data and observations repre-
sented by the Tharp-Heezen map became crucial factors in the accep-
tance of the theories of plate tectonics and continental drift. The theory of 
plate tectonics states that the Earth’s solid outer crust, the lithosphere, is 
separated into plates that move over the asthenosphere, the molten upper 
portion of the mantle. Oceanic and continental plates come together, 
spread apart, and interact at boundaries all over the planet.

Each type of plate boundary generates distinct geologic processes and 
landforms. At divergent boundaries, plates separate, forming a narrow 
rift valley. Here, geysers spurt super-heated water, and magma, or molten 
rock, rises from the mantle and solidifies into basalt, forming new crust. 
Thus, at divergent boundaries, oceanic crust is created. The mid-ocean 
ridge, the Earth’s longest mountain range, is a 65,000 kilometers (40,390 
miles) long and 1,500 kilometers (932 miles) wide divergent boundary. In 
Iceland, one of the most geologically active locations on Earth, the diver-
gence of the North American and Eurasian plates along the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge can be observed as the ridge rises above sea level.

At convergent boundaries, plates collide with one another. The collision 
buckles the edge of one or both plates, creating a mountain range or 
subducting one of the plates under the other, creating a deep seafloor 
trench. At convergent boundaries, continental crust is created and 
oceanic crust is destroyed as it subducts, melts, and becomes magma. 
Convergent plate movement also creates earthquakes and often forms 
chains of volcanoes. The highest mountain range above sea level, the 
Himalayas, was formed 55 million years ago when the Eurasian and 
Indo-Australian continental plates converged. The Mediterranean island 
of Cyprus formed at a convergent boundary between the African and 
Eurasian plates. Hardened mounds of lava, called pillow lavas, were 
once on the bottom of the ocean where this convergence occurred, but 
have been pushed up and are now visible at the surface.

oEdited for 
space and clarity

the fault, decreasing friction and making it easier for the 
plates to slip past each other.

Detecting slow-slip events
Their super-pokey speed allows slow-slip events to 
evade seismometers. They don’t produce the strong 
seismic waves that can travel across the Earth — and 
cause all that shaking. This stealthy nature explains why 
it took scientists so long to even discover them. Fifty 
years ago, small datasets hinted at slowly-moving earth-
quakes. But technology wasn’t good enough to detect 
them fully. In fact, it wasn’t until the last 20 years or 
so that scientists could even show that these sluggish 
events were underway, Wallace says. GPS advances 
helped scientists eventually identify them.

Scientists can detect ancient slow-slip events, too. 
GPS units aren’t helpful, because these events happened 
so long ago. Here, scientists have to get creative. Mallick 
and his team, for instance, discovered the 200-year-old 
slow-slip event near Sumatra by reading the growth 
patterns in old corals.

Corals grow by building layers of skeleton, one on top of 
the other. Those different skeletal layers are kind of like tree 
rings. The different layers — in tree rings or in corals — can 
tell scientists about the environment in which the layer grew. 
Corals grow best in shallow water, notes Mallick. Here they 
can get lots of light as they grow toward the ocean’s surface. 
When there’s a rise in sea level, corals grow upward, toward 
the light. When sea levels drop, corals grow outward to avoid 
coming in contact with the open air. 

A puzzle to solve
Some of the strongest earthquakes that people experi-
ence occur along subduction zones. This also happens 
to be where scientists also detect many slow-slip events. 
There’s that magnitude-9 earthquake that shook north-
eastern Japan in 2011, for instance. And a magnitude-8.2 
earthquake that struck the subduction zone off the coast 
of northern Chile in 2014.

“There’s really good evidence that both of those 
massive earthquakes were actually preceded by a large 
slow-slip event,” Wallace says. She stresses that it’s 
currently impossible to say whether slow-slip events 
can trigger an earthquake. Slow-slip events happen 
often, and sometimes at regular, predictable intervals. 
Much of the time, big earthquakes do not follow slow-
slip events. For instance, she points out, “We’ve seen 
hundreds of slow-slip events around the world that 
didn’t lead to really big earthquakes.”

Still, there are reasons why scientists suspect they 
might be related. One is stress, Wallace says.

When two plates get stuck together, stress builds along 
the fault. Slow-slip events can occur on deep part of the 
fault, relieving some stress in that area. But that same 
movement could increase stress on the locked zone above, 
Wallace says, at some point “triggering a larger earthquake.”

The secret to solving the puzzle of how slow-slip 
events relate to earthquakes is data, Mallick says. Lots 
of data. Scientists need to measure many more slow-
slip events and many more earthquakes. Unfortunately, 
many faults on which slow-slip events occur lie deep in 
the ocean. It’s hard for scientists to put GPS devices there 
to track plate movements. But scientists are now develop-
ing GPS tech to operate deep underwater, Mallick notes.

In New Zealand, where Wallace works, earthquakes do 
indeed occur during slow-slip events along this region’s 
subduction zones. Studying this area will help scientists 
understand the relationship between the two phenomena. 
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This weeks issue brought us some interesting information about earthquakes. 
Although these tremors tend to cause fear, and for valid reasons, they can also 
be used to learn more about the Earth and other planets around us. I also think 
it was interesting the more I learned about animal sensitivity and some of the 
history surrounding major earthquakes throughout time. I have visited the Grand 
Canyon, and this issue of The Warbler allowed me to process more of how it might 
have possibly come into creation. I also appreciate how much research goes into 
studying this and other topics in order to make my life and others more aware. 

While we are always open to hearing from you all, we are also excited to share 
some additional information you have access to. OAA (Offender Alumni Asso-
ciation) is based out of Birmingham and able to offer support and resources 
for individuals both within facilities and those who have been released. Their 
current address is 1000 24th Street South, Birmingham, AL 35205. Feel free to 
reach out to them with any questions or concerns you might be having.

We hope you enjoyed this week’s edition of The Warbler, and that you are able to 
have an amazing and restful week. We are interested in your opinions and any 
suggestions you might have for us. If you have some topics you would like us to 
bring to you, please feel free to write to us at the address listed below or pass on 
anything through your instructors. Talk to you soon!!

Tammy and the APAEP Team
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HOW TO DRAW A CRACK IN THE EARTH

?   
Rebus Puzzle 
Page 6  
1. Go in style 
2. Back tax 
3. Open for business

Answers

Send ideas and comments to: APAEP 
1061 Beard-Eaves Memorial Coliseum // Auburn University, AL 36849 UNTIL NEXT TIME !
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